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BOOK ONE IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES Instant New York Times bestseller From #1 New York Times bestselling
author Sabaa Tahir Amazon's Best Young Adult Book of 2015 People's Choice Award winner - Favorite Fantasy Bustle's Best Young Adult
Book of 2015 "This novel is a harrowing, haunting reminder of what it means to be human -- and how hope might be kindled in the midst of
oppression and fear." -- The Washington Post "An Ember in the Ashes could launch Sabaa Tahir into JK Rowling territory...It has the
addictive quality of The Hunger Games combined with the fantasy of Harry Potter and the brutality of Game of Thrones."--Public Radio
International "An Ember in the Ashes glows, burns, and smolders--as beautiful and radiant as it is searing."--Huffington Post "A worthy novel and one as brave as its characters." --The New York Times Book Review Laia is a slave. Elias is a soldier. Neither is free. Under the Martial
Empire, defiance is met with death. Those who do not vow their blood and bodies to the Emperor risk the execution of their loved ones and
the destruction of all they hold dear. It is in this brutal world, inspired by ancient Rome, that Laia lives with her grandparents and older
brother. The family ekes out an existence in the Empire's impoverished backstreets. They do not challenge the Empire. They've seen what
happens to those who do. But when Laia's brother is arrested for treason, Laia is forced to make a decision. In exchange for help from rebels
who promise to rescue her brother, she will risk her life to spy for them from within the Empire's greatest military academy. There, Laia meets
Elias, the school's finest soldier--and secretly, its most unwilling. Elias wants only to be free of the tyranny he's being trained to enforce. He
and Laia will soon realize that their destinies are intertwined--and that their choices will change the fate of the Empire itself.
An examination of the AIDS crisis exposes the federal government for its inaction, health authorities for their greed, and scientists for their
desire for prestige in the face of the AIDS pandemic.
Part Hemingway, part Cormac McCarthy's The Road, a suspenseful odyssey into the dark heart of the post-apocalyptic American Southwest.
Forty years after the destruction of civilization, human beings are reduced to salvaging the ruins of a broken world. One survivor's most prized
possession is Hemingway's classic The Old Man and the Sea. With the words of the novel echoing across the wasteland, a living victim of the
Nuclear Holocaust journeys into the unknown to break a curse. What follows is an incredible tale of grit and endurance. A lone traveler must
survive the desert wilderness and mankind gone savage to discover the truth of Hemingway's classic tale of man versus nature. Now with a
new introduction by author Nick Cole.
From the acclaimed author of Joan Crawford comes a riveting and uncensored biography of Clark Gable. The archetypal male of his era,
Gable was named “King of Hollywood” in 1938. But as David Bret reveals, the star was not quite who he seemed. One of Gable's best-kept
secrets was his bisexuality. Bret recounts Gable's failed marriages to women who turned a blind eye toward his affairs with actors Earl
Larimore and Rod La Rocque, among other men. Bret also reveals how a pseudo-scandalous paternity suit and the actor's wartime
accomplishments were no more than elaborate publicity stunts created by studio chief Louis B. Mayer in order to exaggerate Gable's
masculinity and heroism in the public eye. With passion and accuracy, Bret uncovers the truth behind one of Hollywood's biggest stars.
This first novel in Jack Whyte's riveting Arthurian series tells how the story of Camelot may have actually come to be. We all know the
story—how Arthur pulled the sword from the stone and how Camelot came to be. But how did it really happen? The Roman citizens of Britain
faced a deadly choice: leave to live in a corrupt Roman world, or stay amidst the violence of the warring factions of Picts, Celts, and invading
Saxons. For Publius Varrus and Caius Britannicus, there is only one answer. They will stay, try to preserve the best of Roman life, and create
a new culture from the wreckage. In doing so, they will plant the seeds of a legend. For these two men are Arthur's great-grandfathers and
their actions will shape a nation...and forge the sword known as Excalibur. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Against a backdrop of the clash of the Roman and Carthaginian empires, the battle for sovereignty takes place on the high seas
The Fire Islands

Tribune Marcus Venandus and his two trusted officers have gone through hell in their journey north from the Fire Islands and
across the Sea of Grass. Arriving at Amatista in the Jeweled Hills, Marcus is looking forward to a much deserved rest in the home
of his half-brother, but fate has other plans for the legionnaire. Soon he will be wishing he'd never heard of his brother's city.
Surrounded by enemies and crippled by internal divisions, Amatista is already on its knees and ready to fall. Marcus must act
decisively to save everything his brother has built, but without his beloved legions behind him, can Marcus and his friends survive
their visit to the Jeweled Hills?
The French Foreign Legion is an extraordinary and unique army, specifically created for foreign nationals wishing to serve in the
French Armed Forces, but commanded by French officers. For nearly two centuries, adventure seekers or men on the run from all
around the globe have found a home in the Foreign Legion and shed blood for France. In this book, author Douglas Boyd has
been given unrivalled access to the Legion to tell its story from its inception in the 1830s, when it was primarily used to protect and
expand the French colonial empire during the nineteenth century, but it has also fought in almost all French wars including the
Franco-Prussian War and both World Wars. The Legion is today known as an elite military unit whose training focuses not only on
traditional military skills, but also on its strong esprit de corps.
Lesser Tribune Marcus Venandus, Legion officer exemplar, was exiled to the disease-ridden hell hole known as the Fire Islands as
punishment for the failed political machinations of his father. While the days of the powerful witchdoctor kings throwing skeletal
armies against the shields of the legion have faded into history, all is not right at the edge of the world. Unrest is boiling once again
as long dead darkness seeps back into the islands. With the legion more concerned with its personal rivalries than with its duty, it
will fall to Marcus and his small, highly disciplined, command to put the horrors of the past back in their graves and literally save
Aquila from a fate worse than death.
As war consumes the nations of our world in the year 2021, Navy SEAL Jacob Hunter is sent on a mission to Syria to apprehend a
crazed terrorist leader armed with dangerous biological weapons. It's a routine mission for a man who has spent the entirety of his
military career fighting in what many have dubbed World War III, but his life is about to become everything but predictable. As their
mission unravels around them, Hunter discovers a curious trinket that belies all rationality and our understanding of the universe,
but he is drawn to it nonetheless, bewildered by its uniqueness. Unable to control his urges, Hunter touches it, and in a flash of
brilliant light and intense pain, the team is no longer in contemporary Syria - but in Ancient Rome during the reign of the emperor
Caligula. They stand dumbfounded, unable to comprehend the paradox they've created, but the bleak truth of reality soon
overtakes their disbelief. The fact that they should not be there becomes obvious almost immediately, as does the thought that
with every breath they take, everything history has worked so hard to achieve is at risk of unraveling. Staying alive suddenly
becomes a secondary objective, superseded by the theory that their mere presence in Ancient Rome has caused irreparable
damage to the timeline. This won't be an easy task for Hunter and his friends as they will quickly encounter numerous Roman
figures straight from his old history books, each with their own agendas, schemes and machinations, including the Caesar himself,
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who history remembers as little more than an insane tyrant who once tried to appoint his horse as the head of state...
Former Roman Legion Legate Gaius Marcus Linneus is reduced in rank to Centurion and banished by Emperor Marcus Aurelius to
Tripolitania in Northern Africa. He finds his new command, a Shadow Legion, a reduced century of dishonored legionnaires, as
much punishment as his dishonor. Castra-Augustus, a small fort in the southern Sahara, is under attack by an unseen enemy who
takes soldiers at night, leaving only shredded clothing. Gaius discovers an ancient city carved from solid rock half-buried by
shifting sands. When Rashid, who claims to be a Berber salt merchant, arrives just after two more legionnaires disappear, Gaius
questions him and learns the name of the ancient city - Hamad Rus, home of the Kashites who once lived East of Eden. Their longtime enemies, the Inyosh, the undead Children of Lilith, had driven the Kashites west into Northern Africa millennia earlier. Casting
a spell to destroy the Inyosh, the Kashites had instead changed them into formless wraiths that killed to obtain blood for their god,
Nergal. Now, the Inyosh have awakened.
“Hard to put down . . . Any book written by Cragg and Sherman is bound to be addictive, and this is the first in what promises to be
a great adventure series. First to Fight is rousing, rugged, and just plain fun.”—Ralph Peters, New York Times bestselling author of
Red Army “Marines, we have just become a low-tech deep recon patrol . . .” Stranded in a hellish alien desert, stripped of their
strategic systems, quick reaction force, and supporting arms, and carrying only a day's water ration, Marine Staff Sergeant Charlie
Bass and his seven-man team faced a grim future seventy-five light-years from home. The only thing between his Marines and
safety was eighty-five miles of uncharted, waterless terrain and two thousand bloodthirsty savages with state-of-the-art weapons in
their hands and murder on their minds. But the enemy didn't reckon on the warrior cunning of Marines’ Marine Charlie Bass and
the courage of the few good men who would follow him anywhere--even to death. . .
A hero is forged in battle and a legend is born in this second installment in the Vespasian series Thracia, AD30: Even after four
years of military service at the edge of the Roman world, Vespasian can't escape the tumultuous politics of an Empire on the brink
of disintegration. His patrons in Rome have charged him with the clandestine extraction of an old enemy from a fortress on the
banks of the Danube before it falls to the Roman legion besieging it. Vespasian's mission is the key move in a deadly struggle for
the right to rule the Roman Empire. The man he has been ordered to seize could be the witness that will destroy Sejanus,
commander of the Praetorian Guard, and ruler of the Empire in all but name. Before he completes his mission, Vespasian will face
ambush in snowbound mountains, pirates on the high seas, and Sejanus's spies all around him. But by far the greatest danger lies
at the rotten heart of the Empire, at the nightmarish court of Tiberius, Emperor of Rome and debauched, paranoid madman.

Jason Chin's Redwoods tells the story of a boy who discovers a book about redwoods and finds himself in their midst as
he turns the pages. An ordinary train ride becomes and extraordinary trip to the great ancient forests. A subway trip is
transformed when a young boy happens upon a book about redwood forests. As he reads the information unfolds, and
with each new bit of knowledge, he travels--all the way to California to climb into the Redwood canopy. Crammed with
interesting and accurate information about these great natural wonders, Jason Chin's first book is innovative nonfiction
set within a strong and beautiful picture storybook. Chin's approach makes Redwoods a must-have common core tool for
teachers and librarians introducing scientific principals to young students.
Appel: A Canadian in the French Foreign Legion is the first-hand account of the author’s six years as a professional
soldier during the 1990s, and his experience in the Legion's elite Groupe des Commandos Parachutistes (GCP). Joel
Struthers recounts the dangers and demands of military life, from the rigours of recruitment and operational training in the
rugged mountains of France, to face-to-face combat in the grasslands of some of Africa’s most troubled nations. Told
through the eyes of a soldier, and interspersed with humorous anecdotes, Appel is a fascinating story that debunks
myths about the French Foreign Legion and shows it more accurately as a professional arm of the French military.
Struthers provides insight into the rigorous discipline that the Legion instills in its young recruits, – who trade their
identities as individuals for a life of adventure and a role in a unified fighting force whose motto is “Honour and Loyalty.”
Foreword by Col. Benoit Desmeulles, former commanding officer of the Legions 2e Régiment Étranger Parachutistes.
An exploration of how technology and best intentions collide in the heat of war A New York Times Book Review Editors’
Choice In The Bomber Mafia, Malcolm Gladwell weaves together the stories of a Dutch genius and his homemade
computer, a band of brothers in central Alabama, a British psychopath, and pyromaniacal chemists at Harvard to
examine one of the greatest moral challenges in modern American history. Most military thinkers in the years leading up
to World War II saw the airplane as an afterthought. But a small band of idealistic strategists, the “Bomber Mafia,” asked:
What if precision bombing could cripple the enemy and make war far less lethal? In contrast, the bombing of Tokyo on
the deadliest night of the war was the brainchild of General Curtis LeMay, whose brutal pragmatism and scorched-earth
tactics in Japan cost thousands of civilian lives, but may have spared even more by averting a planned US invasion. In
The Bomber Mafia, Gladwell asks, “Was it worth it?” Things might have gone differently had LeMay’s predecessor,
General Haywood Hansell, remained in charge. Hansell believed in precision bombing, but when he and Curtis LeMay
squared off for a leadership handover in the jungles of Guam, LeMay emerged victorious, leading to the darkest night of
World War II. The Bomber Mafia is a riveting tale of persistence, innovation, and the incalculable wages of war.
Classic story of the 47,000 Spaniards who fought for the Third Reich in World War II. • Vivid chronicle of the division of
Spanish volunteers who battled the Soviets on the Eastern Front • Centerpiece of their service was the Siege of
Leningrad, which is covered in depth here • Details on how Spanish dictator Francisco Franco negotiated his
countrymen's participation
From the acclaimed master of historical fiction comes an epic saga about a reluctant hero, the Roman Empire, and the
rise of a new faith. Jerusalem and the Sinai desert, first century AD. In the turbulent aftermath of the crucifixion of Jesus,
officers of the Roman Empire acquire intelligence of a pilgrim bearing an incendiary letter from a religious fanatic to
insurrectionists in Corinth. The content of this letter could bring down the empire. The Romans hire a former legionary,
the solitary man-at-arms, Telamon of Arcadia, to intercept the letter and capture its courier. Telamon operates by a dark
code all his own, with no room for noble causes or lofty beliefs. But once he overtakes the courier, something happens
that neither he nor the empire could have predicted. In his first novel of the ancient world in thirteen years, the bestPage 2/4
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selling author of Gates of Fire and Tides of War returns with a gripping saga of conquest and rebellion, bloodshed and
faith.
The remarkable story of the French Foreign Legion, its dramatic rise throughout the nineteenth century, and its most
committed champion, General Hubert Lyautey. An aura of mystery, romance, and danger surrounds the French Foreign
Legion, the all-volunteer corps of the French Army, founded in 1831. Famous for its physically grueling training in harsh
climates, the legion fought in French wars from Mexico to Madagascar, Southeast Asia to North Africa. To this day,
despite its reputation for being assigned the riskiest missions in the roughest terrain, the mystique of the legion continues
to attract men from every corner of the world. In At the Edge of the World, historian Jean-Vincent Blanchard follows the
legion's rise to fame during the nineteenth century--focusing on its campaigns in Indochina and especially in Africa--when
the corps played a central role in expanding and protecting the French Empire. As France struggled to be a power
capable of rivaling the British, the figure of the legionnaire--deadly, self-sacrificing, uncompromisingly efficient--came to
represent the might and morale that would secure a greater, stronger nation. Drawing from rare, archival memoirs and
testimonies of legionnaires from the period and tracing the fascinating career of Hubert Lyautey, France's first residentgeneral in Morocco and a hero to many a legionnaire, At the Edge of the World chronicles the Foreign Legion at the
height of its renown, when the corps and its archetypically handsome, moody, and marginalized recruits became both the
symbols of a triumphant colonialism and the stuff of legend.
An account of America's first battle of World War II describes the ordeal of American soldiers and civilians who defended
Wake Island against a surprise Japanese attack just hours after Pearl Harbor.
Some places are too good to be true. Under a pink moon, there is a perfect little town not found on any map. In that town, there
are quiet streets lined with pretty houses, houses that conceal the strangest things. After a couple years of hard traveling, ex-cop
Mona Bright inherits her long-dead mother's home in Wink, New Mexico. And the closer Mona gets to her mother's past, the more
she understands that the people of Wink are very, very different ... From one of our most talented and original new literary voices
comes the next great American supernatural novel: a work that explores the dark dimensions of the hometowns and the neighbors
we thought we knew.
Based on a true story—P. T. Deutermann's Trial by Fire is a dramatic WWII novel of attack, survival, and triumph on board an
aircraft carrier in the Pacific. It's March 1945 and the war in the Pacific is approaching its apocalyptic climax. The largest wartime
armada ever assembled, Task Force 58, is closing in on Okinawa; once taken, it will finally put American B-29 bombers in
comfortable range of the home islands of Japan—and victory. At the heart of the fleet are 14 Essex-class aircraft carriers, including
the USS Franklin, known as "Big Ben"—a 27,000-ton behemoth, home to 3,600 crewmen and 100 aircraft. Just after dawn, while
crewmen prepare for battle, a single Japanese Yokosuka D4Y bomber breaks through the clouds and drops a 500-pound semiarmor piercing bomb on Big Ben. The bomb rips through the wooden flight deck before exploding on the hangar deck, amidst two
dozen fully fueled and armed fighter-bombers. The resulting explosion engulfs both the hangar deck and all the planes spotted on
the flight deck. Bombs cook off and rockets howl in all directions, both on the flight deck and down in the hangar bays. Hundreds of
men are forced to leap into the sea to escape the rivers of burning aviation gasoline, leaving the captain with only one third of his
crew, of whom there are more dead, wounded and trapped men left onboard than able-bodied sailors. Trial By Fire is the gripping
novelization of how, against all odds, the sailors of the Franklin were able to save their ship, after 3 agonizing days of battling the
flames that ultimately claimed the lives of 832 men and injured 300 more. Readers will be astounded and humbled by the heroic
actions of a few extraordinarily brave sailors in the face of unending catastrophe.
The acclaimed, epic, and spellbinding fantasy by Hugo Award–winning author Matt Wallace, about a utopian city with a dark
secret…and the underdogs who will expose it, or die trying. They call them Savages. Brutal. Efficient. Expendable. The empire
relies on them. The Savages are the greatest weapon they ever developed. Culled from the streets of their cities, they take the
ones no one will miss and throw them, by the thousands, at the empire’s enemies. If they live, they fight again. If they die, there
are always more to take their place. Evie is not a Savage. She’s a warrior with a mission: to find the man she once loved, the man
who holds the key to exposing the secret of the Savage Legion and ending the mass conscription of the empire’s poor and
wretched. But to find him, she must become one of them, to be marked in her blood, to fight in their wars, and to find her purpose.
Evie will die a Savage if she has to, but not before showing the world who she really is and what the Savage Legion can really do.
This remarkable and captivating fantasy will take you on a journey into the heart of brutal battles, dire situations, and odds that
seem too high to overcome.
A hostile force ambushes Victory Company during a diplomatic mission. Stranded behind enemy lines, a sergeant must lead a
band of survivors against merciless insurgents on a deadly alien world. With no room for error, the Republic¿s elite fighting force
must struggle to survive under siege while waiting on a rescue that might never come.
A dangerous game at the end of the earth… For French Foreign Legionnaire Cody Castillo, chasing deadly thrills is the only
reprieve from a bloodstained past he can’t forget. But when the adrenaline junkie finds himself caught in a mass murderer’s
crosshairs in the lonely wilds of New Zealand, he finds an unexpected—and intriguing—ally. Former air force pilot Tia Kupa has
always found safety in nature, until a killer turns the wilderness into a playground. In this life-or-death game, the guarded woman
who lives by the rules must rely on a risk taker with a death wish. The sexy devil-may-care legionnaire may be the wrong guy for
her, but desire is just as primal as terror. Even if they outrun a predator, they can’t escape the sizzling bond neither of them saw
coming.
In 48 B.C., having survived a disastrous campaign in Pythia as part of the Forgotten Legion and spent years fighting their way
back to Rome, Romulus and Tarquinius have finally made it as far as Alexandria. On arrival, though, they find themselves in the
midst of the Roman Civil War, are press-ganged into Caesar's thinning legions and greatly outnumbered and fighting for their lives
against the Egyptian army. Meanwhile in Rome, Romulus' twin sister Fabiola, having caught only a glimpse of her long-missing
twin before being forced to flee Egypt for Rome, lives in fear for her life, loved by Brutus, but wooed by Marcus Antonius, his
deadly enemy. From the battlefields of Asia Minor and North Africa, to the lawless streets of Rome and the gladiator arena, they all
face death and danger daily, until 44 B.C. when their individual roads all lead them to Rome where the future of the republic lies
unexpectedly in their hands.
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Take the plunge alongside a soldier gone rogue as he risks everything—from his humanity to his scarred heart—to hunt down the
human-traffickers who've stolen his son. Fans of Heather Graham, Linda Howard and Shara Sala will devour this captivating,
passionate, utterly harrowing novel from award winning journalist Brynn Kelly that has everyone talking. Rafe Angelito thought he
was done with the demons from his past—until his son is kidnapped. Blackmailed into abducting an American heiress, the French
Foreign Legionnaire soon finds himself trapped in paradise with a woman who's nothing he expects…and everything he desires.
But when he uncovers her own dark secret, Rafe realizes he's made a critical mistake—one that could cost him everything. Playing
body double for a spoiled socialite was supposed to be Holly Ryan's ticket to freedom. But when she's snatched off her yacht by a
tall, dark and dangerous stranger, the not-quite-reformed con artist will make a desperate play to turn her captor from enemy to
ally, by any means necessary. Yet as scorching days melt into sultry nights, Holly is drawn to the mysterious capitaine, with his
unexpected sense of honor and his searing touch. When they're double-crossed, they'll have to risk trusting each other in ways
they never imagined…because in this deadly game of deception, it's their lives—and hearts—on the line.
He was afraid -- not of the present or the future, but of the past. He was afraid of the thing tagged Reed Kieran, that stiff blind voiceless thing
wheeling its slow orbit around the Moon, companion to dead worlds and silent space. . . .Hamilton was a thoughtful SF writer, and you can
surely see that here: this is the tale of a man dead in space for centuries -- and revived by folks who approach an alien world a lot the way out
nuttier environmentalists approach the defense of trees. There are creatures on this alien world, see, that look like people -- and act like
chimpanzees. But chimps are animals, aren't they? Aren't they. . . ?
For almost a hundred years, Hadrian Marlowe has served the Empire in its war against the Cielcin, a vicious alien race bent on humanity’s
destruction. Rumors of a new king amongst the Cielcin have reached the Imperial throne. This one is not like the others. It does not raid
borderworld territories, preferring precise, strategic attacks on the humans’ Empire. To make matters worse, a cult of personality has formed
around Hadrian, spurred on by legends of his having defied death itself. Men call him Halfmortal. Hadrian’s rise to prominence proves
dangerous to himself and his team, as pressures within the Imperial government distrust or resent his new influence. Caught in the middle,
Hadrian must contend with enemies before him—and behind. And above it all, there is the mystery of the Quiet. Hadrian did defy death. He did
return. But the keys to the only place in the universe where Hadrian might find the answers he seeks lie in the hands of the Emperor
himself....
A postmodern masterpiece about fraud and forgery by one of the most distinctive, accomplished novelists of the last century. The
Recognitions is a sweeping depiction of a world in which everything that anyone recognizes as beautiful or true or good emerges as anything
but: our world. The book is a masquerade, moving from New England to New York to Madrid, from the art world to the underworld, but it
centers on the story of Wyatt Gwyon, the son of a New England minister, who forsakes religion to devote himself to painting, only to despair
of his inspiration. In expiation, he will paint nothing but flawless copies of his revered old masters—copies, however, that find their way into the
hands of a sinister financial wizard by the name of Recktall Brown, who of course sells them as the real thing. Dismissed uncomprehendingly
by reviewers on publication in 1955 and ignored by the literary world for decades after, The Recognitions is now established as one of the
great American novels, immensely ambitious and entirely unique, a book of wild, Boschian inspiration and outrageous comedy that is also
profoundly serious and sad.
Threatened by a tide of invaders, the last of the Roman Auxiliaries are to leave Britain forever. But Aquila, a young legionnaire, chooses to
stay behind, in order to join the fight to save his native land. The Lantern Bearers is the winner of the 1959 Carnegie Medal in Literature.
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